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Studio Shoutout

Besides battling moles that have taken over one of our newly planted beds and making tomato sauce from 
pounds and pounds of tomatoes, Roger and I have felt lucky to work in our garden. Our plants-to-move list has 
now moved on to a second page. There are some forlorn camellias that definitely need a change. But that’s still 
to come. The most satisfying thing that we’ve done over the past few months is label all our camellias, Japanese 
maples, and rhododendrons. We use small, aluminum tags topped with a white label/black type, printed with a 
Brothers labeling machine. Some of these labels have been firmly stuck to tags hanging from plants for over 15 
years with not a peeling or fading label in sight. We do change out the thin wire that comes with the tags for a 
stronger wire. From experience, don't hang your tag from the plant's central trunk. The wire will cinch the plant 
in no time. Besides the plant name, you could add other information such as planting date. Here is a sample of a 
tag:

Tags can be purchased from PawPaw Everlast Label Company, other sites online, or possibly your local nursery. 
Check online for a Brothers P-touch labeling machine. You don’t need an expensive, complicated one. Besides 
black type on white, P-touch labels come in black type on clear, white type on black, and other colors.

When you come inside from the garden, searching for new recipes and trying new ingredients during this stay-
at-home period, how about Camellia Brand beans, a staple of Louisiana cooking for years. We’ll be eager to hear
if anyone gives these beans a try.
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All the best,
Kathy and Roger Lintault

Footballers Boot

My neighbors put in a new retaining wall in my back yard so I had room for a new plant so I had a camellia 
“Brilliant” from the OCS auction that I transplanted. It is hard to find a photo of “Brilliant” online but I hope it 
will be a large red flower. Also, there are not very many places to buy camellias in the Portland area. 

Greg Anderson

Executives Scribblings

Greetings, camellia friends- Wow! It's been six months since Martha and I have seen most of you.  As the 
Chinese were wont to say, we've all been living in "Interesting times". Well. it's certainly been different. We 
hired a nice young unemployed man in the spring to clean up our yard, pull weeds and eventually to paint our 
front porch. In addition, we had our favorite arborists come and remove a completely shaded lodgepole pine and 
selectively remove limbs from one of our white pines (to promote the growth of camellias, of course). We also 
have hopes, eventually, of a retaining wall along the front of our property. If it happens, it will probably be in the
winter. We did quite a lot of pruning and I even took down Dixie Knight Supreme because it suddenly decided to
bloom solid red and thereby lost a lot of its charm for me.

Personally, we have pretty much lain low. Martha has adapted to Zoom and virtual meetings with 
friends and her book group. She even does an online exercise class which now includes an old friend in
Richmond, Va. I have not embraced modern communications much but have found ways to pleasantly 
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take lots of time not doing much. I often read several newspapers online, watch golf, go to the gym 
sometimes and, of course, read a lot—mostly mysteries. I confess there have been times when we have 
been reduced to watching the activities of outdoor spiders. We also have chickadees who love to drink 
water from the center of our hummingbird feeders although there's a perfectly nice bird bath within ten 
feet(?). We've been out to dinner once—invited by friends to the downtown University Club whose 
dining room is about the size of a small gymnasium. We four were the only diners in the place that 
night, with one waiter in attendance—how's that for social distancing? I've missed my musical 
activities but one band may be restarting soon. We also hosted a small family dinner in our backyard 
with takeout fare.

We look forward to the fall blooming season. We've had one bloom of x. Garden Glory so far and, not 
unexpectedly, c. sinesis Teabreeze is now in bloom. I'll be talking to you soon about OCS stuff and 
some of the recent progress our group has made. For now, I'm looking forward to reading about what's 
been going on with you.

Sincerely, Collier and Martha

Barr None

We’ve been remodeling since down-sizing a couple of years ago. My [retired] husband is reveling in working on
the house, but it’s slow-going, as this field is far from his profession. - so it’s a continual learning experience. He
loves a challenge, but works with a pro when needed. The kitchen, eating, living area is done. I had fun 
designing and demolishing; it’s now just as I’d imagined and we’re delighted.

And now to the garden! The camellias that I bought in the last 2 years are holding their own on the exposed bank
that separates our home from a recently-built Mcmansion that has a towering blank wall on our side. Ugly!!!! I’d
like to add more camellias and am hoping that they will eventually distract the eye.

As the zigzagging wooden stairs up to our porch were well past their prime in looks and strength, we had fun 
taking them apart. The replacement is a simple, straight flight which - drum roll- has left lots of space for 
camellias!!!! I am indeed excited! It’s northside, and fairly sheltered. Can’t wait to choose and plant!!!

And now I have time! I retired in June. Friends tell me that they thought I never would, as I’m well-passed 
retirement age - and certainly wouldn’t have, as I love teaching. But, teaching ESOL via ZOOM was a challenge,
although the students were adults whom I’d already had for 6 months. They need a nurturing classroom 
atmosphere - not the struggle of taking class on a phone, the dislike of seeing themselves on the screen and the 
distraction of children seeking attention.
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The most frustrating thing for us about this pandemic is the isolation and the "not-knowing” when a vaccine will 
be created. Apart from the day-to-day “alone-ness” - despite ample Zooming, we were sad to relinquish summer 
travel plans, particularly a first-ever, all-family, multi-generational reunion in Australia. The oldest of us is my 
98-year-old uncle, who’s presently in excellent health - just hoping that he stays well and that we can travel next 
year. Meanwhile, I have the Fall to focus on camellias!

Thank you for all you do, Kathy! Your Yume is divine!!!!!

Judi Barr

Narumi Gata Midnight Lover
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